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1. Abstract

Consuming semantically represented data in semantic web is an important for the next generation of the web. This paper presents a new search engine, which has important features. This search engine depends on Concept Description Language (CDL). CDL format enables web agents to deep understand web content. Moreover, it does not depend on ontology. It is a statement-based search, which can answer query semantically. It uses inference to get more information depending on a set of available related rules. The result of this search engine is more relative to users’ needs.

2. Introduction

Semantic search engine seeks for a more accurate query results. It is not like normal search engine that is based on keyword matching. Many query expansion are utilized to improve keyword searching [1]. However, semantic search is based on meaning matching. The first important step towards semantic search is the representation format for data sets. In other words, the data sets to be searched should be represented into a machine understandable format. Consequently, the search engine can understand the data set. The semantic search enables normal web users to get the benefits of semantic web [2]. Semantic search engine make the use of semantic web to improve the web search [3].

Resource Description Framework RDF is the most popular format that is used to represent web resources. RDF is w3c recommendation and is widely used by researcher in semantic web field. There are many RDF ontologies in different domains available on the Internet. These ontologies can be used to describe web resources into RDF format.

In this paper, we propose a search engine that is based on Concept Description Language (CDL). It also use user defined rules to answer more queries.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 explain CDL language and why we are using. Section 3 describe the proposed approach in details. Implementation and experiments are discussed in section 4. Section 5 concludes this paper and shows the future work.

3. Concept Description Language (CDL)

Our approach uses a new semantic language which called Concept Description Language (CDL). This semantic format, which proposed by Institute of Semantic Computing, describes semantic/conceptual structure of contents (resources) and can deal with natural languages, mathematical expressions, movie, music, etc [4]. The aims of CDL are to realize machine understandability of web text contents, and to overcome language barrier on the web [5].

CDL is one of the three forms that can be used to express CWL (Common Web Language). Moreover, CWL is a part of the Incubator Activity of W3C [6]. CWL is a common language for exchanging information through the web and also for enabling computers to process information semantically.

This new representation bases on Concept Description Language for natural language (CDL.nl) which describes the concept structure of the text based on a set of predefined semantic relations [4]. The main advantage of CDL is that it does not depend on ontologies. However it depends on the Universal Networking Language Knowledge Based (UNLKB) and a set of universal relations so it can be used without facing similar problems of using ontologies. CDL depends on a complete dictionary which contains around 120,000 words. Moreover, this dictionary contains the definitions of these words represented into CDL form. This means that the computer can understand the word definition as well as the semantic relation between words that is also contained in that dictionary. Consequently, reasoning agents can use these definitions to get better understanding and more accurate results. For example, the representation of a statement such as “John bought a computer yesterday” in CDL is:

```
{#A Event tmp='past';
 [#a1 buy(agt>person,obj>thing);]
 [#a2 computer(icl>machine);]
 [#a3 yesterday(icl>day);]  [John John;]
 [#a1 agt John]  [#a1 obj #a2]  [#a1 tim #a3]}
```

In the above notation the first three lines represent concepts used in the statement and the last line represents the relations between these concepts.
4. The proposed System

The proposed system takes a CDL query as input and returns the answer of this query, Fig.1. CDL Query Builder tool can be used to facilitate creating CDL query. The query engine searches the available CDL document to find the query answer. The search engine tries to matching query statement with the CDL document statements.

4.1 The semantic data

As mentioned before this approach uses CDL format. Some data already available on the Internet in CDL format, www.tuics.com. It is not a large data set. We use this data to show the visibility of our approach. This data are generated using our previous work [7]. It is important to notice that there is no ambiguity in CDL data because each concept in CDL statement contains its usage form. In other words, when a concept is used in a CDL statement the user should select the concept form that is suitable to what he/she means.

4.2 Semantic Search

Our CDL semantic search technique is based on inexact graph matching. Each CDL statement is considered as a graph in which the nodes represent concepts and arcs represent relations. The proposed search does inexact matching between query graph and CDL statements graph. The query graph contains a variable node that the user asks about. By matching two graphs, this variable will be initiated with the proper value.

Matching graphs In this matching process, we use depth first technique with backtracking to match graphs because of the simplicity of the graphs to be matched.

Matching concepts The concept in CDL format contains two parts the word and the description. For example the following CDL concept, take(icl\textgreater get(agt\textgreater person,ob\textgreater thing)). In concept matching, we try to make corresponding parts together. So, in case of complete matching, the two corresponding parts should be matched. The value of matching is 1 in such case. However, if there is one part is not matched it will be partially matched. Furthermore, the description part can be match using the CDL Dictionary hierarchy. The name part can be also match using synonyms or related words.

Matching variables There are two forms of variables that the user can use. The first form is the absolute form and the second is constrained form. The absolute form like ( ?K ) and the constrained form like ( ?K(iof>person) ). Therefore, the constrained variable is a variable with a specific description. The constrained variable can match only with the concepts that its description matches description of the variable. However, the absolute variable can match any concept or variable.

Matching relations The relation in CDL compounds from relation name, from concept and to concept. Consequently, Matching relation process contains two sub-routine matching relation name and matching corresponding concepts.

Relation name matching The propose approach does not match the names of the relation based on the keyword. However, matching the relation names is based on the relation meaning. Fig.2 shows the similarity values between different CDL relation. These similarity values is manually assigned based on the meaning of the relation and how it similar to other relations.

The second sub-routine is corresponding concept matching. In this sub-routine we just invoke the concept matching module.

The user can used the CDL query builder tool, Fig.3, to create CDL query accurately and easily. The user should enter a list of concepts and then he/she should enter the relation between these concepts. CDL Query Builder facilitates choosing usage form of the concept by showing different usage from of the entered concept based on CDL dictionary.
One of the important advantages of the proposed approach is that it uses a set of user defined rules to infer additional information to be used in query answering. The proposed search engine can make inference to get additional information based on a set of user defined rules. Backward chaining is used to fire the rules. Therefore, in case of matching between query and an action part of a rule, a new query is created from the condition part of the rule.

5. Experiments and Results.

A prototype of the proposed approach is implemented using Java. The user should provide the developed tool by both CDL documents and CDL rules. After creating the CDL query, the user should press search button. The query result appears in the bottom part of the tool. The result is a CDL statement that matches the user query. The result statement may be not in the CDL documents. However, it may be inferred using the inference engine. The following is an Example created using the developed tool.

Query Example

```
<q>
  <text>where does Ali work?</text>
</q>
```

Result:

```
23 Ali(iof>person)
5r work(agt>person)
3a: Tokyo University
agt from="5r" to="23"
plc from="5r" to="3a"
```

6. Conclusion and future work

As a conclusion, the proposed approach for semantic search is depend on CDL language. Using CDL overcomes the problems of using different domain ontologies. The proposed approach also can infer additional information based on a user defined set of rules. The implemented prototype shows the visibility of the proposed approach and the search result is relevant to users' needs.
As a future work, we should complete the engine implementation. More experiments on a large data sets are needed to show the effectiveness of the proposed approach. Implement the engine as a web based search engine is also important.
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Figure 3. CDL Query Builder tool